Lexis Medical Navigator™ surveyed users believe that the tool’s most critical types of content are the medical standards of care and trusted medical content.*

Obtain timely and trusted medical research content:
- 11K Netter Medical Images
- 1,600 full-text Medical Journals

ASSESS CASE VALUE AND COMPARE SIMILAR VERDICTS & SETTLEMENTS with the largest collection of documents in the industry.*

Published and unpublished information on over 382K Expert Witnesses

Lexis Medical Navigator surveyed users value the tool’s expert witness research the most.*

SAVE TIME & SIMPLIFY medical research
62% of surveyed users have saved 8 hours or more by conducting research with the Lexis Medical Navigator tool.*

THE MOST CRITICAL TASKS PERFORMED:
- Understand the medical issues relevant to a case
- Estimate case value and identify potential risks
- Locate and research expert witnesses
- Determine the standard of care and catch deviations
- Capture the facts on all parties involved in a case
- Conduct extensive legal research

SEE WHY ATTORNEYS & PARALEGALS RELY ON LEXIS MEDICAL NAVIGATOR

The full view of any case involves the very factors that [Lexis Medical Navigator] addresses, the understanding of the medicine, the view of other practitioners and the assessment of the risks of litigating a case.

Michael Brown, Attorney, Mike Brown Law TVID: CFB-0FD-420

* Information is from third-party TechValidate® surveys conducted January 2017. TechValidate is a trusted third-party research organization that directly interfaces with business and technology end users to collect and validate information about their deployments. More information is available at techvalidate.com. Every unit of TechValidate content is stamped with a unique nine-digit identifier called a TVID for easy identification and verification.

†Comparison data based on information available as of October 2017.
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